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. . . TO AROUSE THE WORLD TO ACTION AGAINST
EXPLOITA TION, STAR VA TION, ROTTEN CHA UV/NISM
AND SENSELESS SLAUGHTER . . .

THE ACTIVIST
MOVEMENT FOR WORLD
PEACE, PROGRESS, AND
POLITICAL UNION

KALOS
CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS
COORDINATORS, KALOS FOUNDATION
55-MAMTA-A.
A . MARATHE MARG
PRABI-IADEV1 BOMBAY 400 025 INDIA .

AMERICA

EUROPE

KALOS COORDINATOR
COORDINATOR,
METRON, P .O . BOX . 1213 KALOS FOUNDATION
PRINCETON, N .J . 08542
C/O P.A.F . VERLAG
U .S .A.
P.O. BOX 214 BASEL CH-4003
SWITZERLAND

"Kalos" is from an ancient Greek word for goodness . It
came to Dr . Al de Grazia on the Island of Naxos as he was
pondering the principles for a new world order . A book,
Kalos : What is to be Done with Our World? was circulated
in xerox form in the late 1960's and finally published in
Bombay where a kalotic circle had developed . "Kalos"
came to stand for the Global good and a world movement
to achieve it . Unlike the word "democracy," Kalos refers to
a specific program and structure and strategy .
From 1970-2, Kalos coordinators operated an experimental college in Switzerland for new forms of education .
Because of indifference and ignorance in many places
progress has been slow and painful . However the Kalos
movement has begun to acquire momentum, and to recruit
members from all countries.
Kalos is a pragmatic ideal that continually adjusts to
current demands without shifting from its elemental
foundations . To the highest degree possible, Kalos seeks
peacefully to bring about the revision of the theocratic,
militaristic, plutocratic, communist and authoritarian regimes
of the world . A Chinese, an Indian, a Russian and an
American share the same basic needs and hopes and all
can therefore apply the same Kalotic strategy within their
personal life niches . Kalos proposes drastic reforms that
are desperately needed in the internal and external life of
nations; domestic tranquillity and progress are inseparable
from world peace and progress .
KALOS
IS FULLY POWERED AND TOTALLY FUNCTIONAL
How is Kalos Different? Kalos is distinct in many ways .
For one thing, Kalos differs from existing reform groups
because it rqcognizes that world policies must be systemic
(not isolated) and depend upon political power .
The politics of Kalos are global functionally as well as
geographically . Arms reductions, human rights, food
production and distribution, technological transfers, disease
control, water supply, urban blight, education, finance,
communications, racial equality, working conditions, women's
rights -- all these problem areas can be definitely and
permanently handled only if they are understood to be
connected all together . Individual social reforms must be
compatible parts of total world reform, and can only be
handled if they are hitched to Kalotic elements in the world
power structure .
General political powerlessness blocks individual reforms
and general world reforms . Political power is the infrastructure
of all reform . Every Kalotic scientist, teacher, technologist,
communicator, military officer, and active citizen - - every
reformer in a special field must recognize that one's true
and final success depends upon being part of a general
improvement in the power situation of one"s counterpart
reformers in other areas of reform . A major aim of Kalos is
to facilitate the intelligence and coordination of the reformers
from all the special fields of social struggle .

Your good-will, skills and energy
are needed in Kalos, because

KALOS
demands interlocking world policies on all levels of
performance, such as

Population controls by compensated quotas .
Economic simplicity with a single tax and
universal subsistance guarantees .
One world currency and a fair world banking
system .
A transformed rural culture everywhere .
Integrated self-ruling metropolises.
Sane characters in positions of power .
The rule of a truly equal law .
Restraints on private and public violence .
Dismantling of armaments .
Science and education through all of life .
An open world spirit .

KALOS
as the prospective system for a good life, good government
and good society, wages global battle against practices
that afflict the world through

dystrocracy (outmoded regimes)
stratocracy (militaristic regimes)
taxocracy (bureaucratic regimes)
plutocracy (mercenary regimes) .

KALOS
by means of tutorial teams helps launch Kalotic revolutions
on a 360° from by

a superior worldwide persuasion ;
superior electoral tactics ;
coercion where absolutely required ;
stressed democracy in all spheres.

KALOS
aims to produce a new kind of constitutionalism in world,
national, local, and economic spheres .

All people will be represented in
their major spheres of life ;
A pluralism of structures and
decisions will function throughout;
Anti-bureaucratic tribunates will
operate to eliminate obstructionism
and rigidity .

JOIN THE K's!
(Kalists, Kalies, Kalisti, Kalistes,
Kals, Kappists)

Fortunately, " 1984" was not the year of final victory
for totalitarianism in the world, nor the year of suicide for
the human race . But do not let 1985 be the evil year
either! Instead, help make 1985 the year when the Kalotic
movement launched its first counterattacks on behalf of
global well-being, justice, and freedom, and against misgovernment and misery .
To become a member of the Kalotic movement, write
us that you wish to be enrolled, give us your address, and
also tell us what kind of activity you are skilled at (such as

news-gathering, distributing material, repro-printing, collecting
funds, recruiting, organizing, selling, instructing) .
You will receive the K-letter by airmal regularly and
quickly . (As soon as possible it will be published in all major
languages) . You will also get supplementary materials rela ing
to your interests and to your probable functions in the
movement. You will also receive personal correspondance
from other members, and meet with them .
Kalos will publish an increasing volume of manuals and
exercises on Kalotic world change ; it will embrace an everlarger membership ; it intends to bring ever-intensifying
pressures to bear upon individual governments and groups
of governments and public associations, so that they will
throw their weight onto the scales for Kalotic world
government.

JOIN UP FOR THE GREAT
ADVENTURE OF THE DECADE
AHEAD !
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In July, 1921, a dozen Chinese, i .eeting under hurble circum tances
in Paris composed the First Congress of the Chinese Co -un_st
Pa-ty, which by 1949 had ra stored the mes t populous nation on
Earth . Elapsed time for a revolution, good or bad, chi be very
s__ort . Comparisons, even shorter, include tïr A--rican Revolution
1775-83 ; the French Revolution 1709-93 ; the Soviet Russian
1898-1918 ; the Nazi German 1923-33 ; the Cuban 1953-9 ; the League d
Nations 1917-9 . - Kalies should take Peart ; none of these
had less obstacles, except the Lea -,ue, .: _ic__ USA isolationism and
Allied rotten chauvinism wrecked . Kalos needs tr cultivate
kalokinesis -- the energetics of fast good major change .
q-France, with its peaceside economy in poor shape,
t,leefully announces this month a great increase in recent exports
of deadly weapons, $6 billion for 113L, twice the huge sales
of 1983 . One-half went to oil-rich Saudi Arabia and Abou-Dhabi,
and was of course paid for by the people of the world needing oil,
the poor ones of India cutting down their last trees to cook their
one meal a day . Worldwide military spending is $520 billion, much&
more than needed and spent for all the food, clothing and education
of the whole world# . The USA, USSR, France, and UK supply
80% of the arms trade of the world ($35 billion), all enouraged add
controlled by their governments .
#fie#~.i-dif r=.é 1~

The USA society has heavy doses-of taxocracy (bureaucratic rule)
and plutocracy (rabid consumerism) . Most people there work for •r
live off government directly or indirectly but refuse t -admit it
to themselves . Most spending that is not fbr weapons is for
unt-appy extravagances . Yet the dystrocratic (Third World) elites
envy this USA extravaganza . Or they resist iV by r- acting with
. as in Iran or Northern Ireland .
:some native cult extremis

The G-USA is alarmed at the Soviets blundering into
Af thanistan. but cannot wait to go blundering into Nicaragua .
Acid rain is a multi-national effort and effect . Capitalist an~Csar+unit
;
factories W surrounding the area of the 2 ;a~ thorn Lights
.
A
compete to destroy the Arctic Circle section of the Gbobe
gigantic BhoftLl Gas Cloud for the Northern bioS~here!
overnments 1 with stations in Antarctica ba ve
forsmed an association by treaty . Without a station your
government cannot join the Club, but on Visitors' Day members
can have guests, so you may yet be allowed in . Actually
the K-Warld owns Antartica and will repossess the whole
business in due course .

X X X X XXX X

Communism would have made much more progress in the past 40 years if t
Third world had been less frightened by the G-USSR's monolithic political

d iScourse

and constrained domestic society .

G-VSSR
#A is an overwhelmingly taxoc

regime and engages inthe world society in the same manner . It has innonseq
lost many an opportunity to establish and maintain its influence . It has li
its role in the world government to p co-existence based upon self-contai
and local sovereignty . Does anyone know of a Soviet plan for world governme
Is there any Soviet book comparable to Kalos

â1rta.

-which- a dras es

in detail

operationally what is to be done with our world
The world would read such a work with great interest .
X X X X X X X

_i.

_

r
Y

If Kalos had $10 million to spend this year, it woul

ore to hange the
lar the better than any existing government spending 10 or 10 0 times as

A

.&n foreign

affairs . Besides including some 300 million untouchables as ~

ki,
,mwsww,,A K numbers some millionaires who should be touched . Now, really .
kalies, put up your money for the best investment in history!

Contradictions of Nuke-Madness
There is no doubt of it : any support of nuclear armaments is a form
matters not that the world tolerates nukes ;
of madness .It
w~ i ll ips o
and 22 ^workers are nuke-makers ; and a million uniformed bodies
tend the systems ; and ten thousand generals and politicians are
the devil-drivers . For they are all crazy to differing degree
and respond to various pressures to continue their role in iso
ry/
assur armageddon .In the
issue of K-Notes, ewxpert
comments on nuclear arms and Nuclear winter were printed . There
the main argumente for UNILATERAL disarmament was made clear ;
everyone in the world has his name written on one of the bombs,
no matter from where fired .
So what we say here provides only supplementary evidence of 1AW
r
nuke-madness) in the form of bizalfre contradictions .
MAD!

A recent USA experts conference decided that it was import-

ant for the G-USA not to disturb the G-Soviet Union's confidence
in the survivability of the~oviet's early warning capability ;
I
~.
hence, Soviet radar ocean reconnaissance satellites that would
spot nuclear missile launches from USA submarines and ships should
riot be threatened by any USA space arms development .
MAD! USA nukers are also arguing for letting the highest computer
to 0'r
, Sw~ictict
technology flow Son
~ Union on grounds that, if poorly guided .
Soviet missiles might strike off-target and destroy, say, Chicago,
instead of some Nebraska cornfields where U .S . nukes lurk .(They
w
do not conside!!r that Chicagôlwi 11 come]
just a few minutes later
in the nuclear volleying .)
MAD!
Now come French computer experts who write that the USACIA must be inserting unwritten software instructions into the
CO.'tfr,r //iA
programs
the giant computers that are known to be
transferred by way of third countries int rhe Soviet Union . These
q
cannot be debuggedbecause they are non-interfering and unworkable
until, at the fatal moment of a nuclear attack, a data source alread
i¢ entering as a matter of course into a mainframe computer (e .g .
briN_n meteorological information useful to guide missiles) innowrs
V T'77--9

passes along an innocent-appearing bit of information whose meaning
is actually an instruction to the computer to, say, "Shut down for
sixty days ."
MAD! Meanwhile, a Princeton University physicist working on nuclear
reactors tells us that

the world over-kill

factor,

already

high,

is supplemented by the easiest kind of multiple warheads consisting
of the targetting of s missileS to hit the well-known sites of
nuclear power plants . Upon striking a power plant, the missile
will release a vast radioactive cloud over the region around
would soon join u~ith the world-circling death clouds .
MAD! Then come U .S . planners, whose counterparts are in England,
France, the USSR and everywhere else, to say how they expect radio .ctiYe ~hostt
runnirl
,
tb b
~,~/,c affài,-s 4M ;dst ma je era/ &sly-vct4o-r 1 wrnv~Lt b rift *"&w/ve
volleys . For
instance the Defense Department ; intends
aintain in reserve,

„a

(411 mw

under

all circumstances, nuclear offensive capabilities so that

it woould never emerge from a nuclear war without nuclear weapons .
U .S . Army chaplains are advised
casualties,

wear

gloves

if

)

31

"in ministering to radioactive
possible,

preferably

rubber ."

The USA Federal Reserve System (the central banking apparatus) .,
believing that "victory in a nuclear war will belong tothe country
l
which recovers first has buried severalbillion dollars dt Culpeper
Virginia, for postwar distribution . And the U .S . Postal Service
advises that ït will furnish persons whose regular post office
s

or home addresses are no longer

usable with two types

ofd imlportant cards and instructions for filling them out . One
rs called a safety notification card and the other an emergency
t
change of address ard . . ." (will it be deliverable in Hell -- or
in Heaven, which other maniacs nochalantly predict is ready and
waiting for their arrival upon the inevitable Doomsday

)
L

MAD!

NATO Supreme Commander U .S .General Rogers told U .S .Senators

several weeks ago that# if the G-Soviets attacked Western Europe,
NATO armies would have to surrender in a few days or use nukes
, ,.
V

.L% , . .

•3

.1

.

Nl ti. 3
stop them . That is wonderful news! Should
d the Warsaw Pact govnot all NATO troops be sent home forthwi t
ernments told, "Do not invade us or we will nuke you . "? BuSt
v then,
to try to

since one nuke only leads to`ânother, then

another, and both the

G-USSR and G-USA are pledged not to use nukes first, why not dismantle the nukes and send them home also? But then Europe will
be at the mercy of the Communist G's . Well, then, the Soviet
are at NATO's mercy, too, because if they attack NATO countries

G's

everybody will be nuked . So they too, should send their troops
home . And they should disassemble their nukes, too . This all is
probably too much for the militaristic mind to grasp, although
ordinary military minds are capable of ready ccimprehension .
phe

So

v

'one gets the angry but weak retort, "one nuke does not necessarily
0
lead to another," which they dIt really believe nor does anyone
else believe so .

I

worldwide Freeze of Union Carbide

A

and Its Double Standard at Bhopal
The quarter-million victims of the gas cloud emitted from Union
Carbide

Corporation's

pesticide factory

3,

are

a

1984

still

in

tragic

undernourished and unemployed .
reasonable settlement .
ed

is contained

$1 .3 billion,
moVi ne~
are ®

in

of

s

--

on

December

demoralized, sick,

The Corporation has been resisting

(The most exact and logical thus far publish

the

book, AA Cloud over Bhopal It calls

for

at normal speed, therefore slowly .

above

the Corporation

di vi

4a

people

condition

Bhopal

in several modes of compensation .) Court proceedings

Union Carbide,
values

at

lik

ther

large corporations,

profits . 41,,, Yet everyone
stock

has

just

been

claims

who

holds

given a

o hing has been given to the victims . Here

that
a

it

share
dollar

hi
JS

a vicious

double standard . Further, th+hairman still gets a million dollars
a year,

and salaries of the exßcutives resonsible for Bhopal have

remained unaltered .No signs of conscience are apparent

for having

ruined a City's life . The world Public, which was aroused initially,
a,,, s~kH:
by the disaster, has turned side, lulled by a silent press,*=*
4- s% ent'
industry ~ government .
What is to be done? If the Kalos movement were large and had
money, it would lead a worldwide freeze of the Corporation's activities,

s tomake it settle quickly and justly . Who else in the

world might do so? Consumers' groups, environmental groups, labor
unions,any newspapers, student .# groups, public interest lawyers,,`
legislators of many national parliaments (perhaps even the NonAligned Nations),United Nations ~ersonnel and even the UN Assembly,
officials of many kinds and in many places : all of these and more
are potentially available . K is in touch with everyone concerned,
but finds only a few groups ready to act .
Union Carbide Corporation has factories in 40 countries, and
offices, outlets, suppliers, shippers, warehouses, and consumers
in practically every country . The limit to the losses it can stand
can be estimated as 50 of the settlement regvireô )

1that is, $650 million . This is 5% of UC world annual sales
receipts, and twice its annual profits . To reduce UC revenues
by 5% and erase
achieved

it_qprofits can be done by even partial successes

by striking

its

factories worldwide ;

discouraging entry

into its offices, plants#, suppliers, warehouses, and sales outletS

S everywhere, beginning at Bhopal at midnight and spreading throughout the worldI following the clock Westwards and striking its Danburl
Connecticut,U .S .A ., Headquarters,

in

consumer

boycotts of

all UC

products,

at

10 :00

A .M . ;

including

applyping

pressures

lndu.4reL

extol.

upon

Ya

purchasers of the company's industrial products toA use alternative
sources of supply ; conducting rallies and demonstrations on behalf
of the Bhopal victims worldwide ; -Al ing suits on behalf of victims
worldwide

and

in

thEWorld

Court ; demanding

that

shareholders,

1

including
banks,
UC

pension funds,

and conscientious

shareholdings ;

urging

educational

institutions,

individuals, divest
legislatures

and

foundations,

themselves of
government

their

officials

worldwide to cease cooperation with and enforce regulations govern-

J
ing UC facilities, and to investigate UC practices+ in finance,
foreign exchange, patent monopolies, environmental degradation,
working conditions, and compensation for worker injuries .
the days go by without a just settlement, all of thse actions
offer themselves as possibly the only hope and means of forcing
As

l¢arbide to compensate justly the Bhopal victims in the here
and now .
•

4

No sooner had K-India appealed aw G-Indian leadershi2in bringing
n
down the disgusting Apartheid Regime of South Africa when Rajiv
Gandhi led a protest of the Unalignm et Movement of 80 nations
(NAM) against Apartheid Africa's seizure of power in Namibia
(Southwest Africa) against the will of the UN, Ond in the name
of India /'accorded full diplomatic
recognition to SWAPO, SouthWest African People's Organization, whose President i-fam Nujoma .
On April 21, the NAM called upon all ations topreak off diplomatic
1
relations and
to
impose
an
economic
and
oil
embargo
4
of Apartheid Africa, and, further, tond military and economic
aid to SWAPO . NAM also urged the U .S .A . to cease jtencout`a~ement
4
of the manuevers engaged in by the regim At~ivoidits
~~
downfall
it condemned too the transnational corporations that have
been cooperating with the regime .
l' In the U .S .A . thousands of university students turned out in pro-

C longed demonstrations and picketing to persuade and compel the
trustees of their institutions, among them Princeton,Columbia,
and Cornell, to sel their holdings in corporations operating
in Apartheid Africa ._
called, too, for public support against
the Reagan Administration's go-easy policy toward that government .

Johnson's Aggression against N . Vietnam
The "Gulf of Tonkin Resolution" of the U .S .Congress, which Presii. .1'
Johnso

sed

to

escalate

sea

and

air

war

against

North

Vietnam

in 196+ was based upon self-deception and falsehood . Documents
now released and analysed by Robert Scheer of the Los Anqeles
Times show that NV gunboats did not attack U .S . warships, even
though these were helping S .Vietnamese raiding parties . Poor visibility, deluding radar blips and sonar noises, and confused intercepts
of N .V . communications provided the pretexts that Johnson
badly wanted . He forced a hasty decision to launch the first air
bombing, A to be able to announce the event on a late-evening election
campaign speech . Then he asked Congress urgently to give him the
authority to "defend U .S . security in the area . =*x* Governmental
behavior on the brink of war cannot be trusted . (British Prime
Minister Thatcher behaved in similar ways in the Falklands-`Ialvinas
case ; Hitler brazenly lied to the Germans and world that the Poles
were attacking when he started world war II in 1939 .) In 1964
the G-USA badly needed a superior authority to calm it down and
prevent chicanery . It needs one now and always . So do all governments . Nearly every year since 1935 (G-Italy in Ethiopia) the
world has stood by and watch the Chicanery Process occur, and Q.ISO
a multitude of occasions
in history .

before then

K-SPEAK
Letter to a Kalie
Dear K-Smenda :
When anybody 4hA any
"K" to them .

idea agrees with us,

let's attach the letter
"It's K-policy to reduce national populations t ero-

growth through allotting benefitted quotas ." (see K-Note #1) It's
Urt i1&kral
K-policy t push for ~ nuclear disarmament in BArtain ." "The fall
Apartheid Regime in South Africa is K-OK, right, Mr . K-Smenda?"
Shouldn't we also use

"K"

for the Government of a country, to

distinguish the government from its people, who may be K-OK?"
Thus, USA i s a society of people, but G-USA i s a government that
often behaves in ways that the people would rather it didn't,
usually bad, but sometimes good . Also
so on .

G-Argentina, G-USSR, and

co ined

Kalos has several special worlds
we mentioned
v
several in K-Note #1 . Just a very few . For example the USA and
Western Europe are not really capitalistic societies because they
are half or more socialist and the capitalist parts are bureaucratic
204 practically as much as the socialist sections .

Ift We often

call them plutocracie$ because# they are preoccupied with consumption and money-making, though also bureaucratic (taxocratic) and

Military-dominated. .BIe sometLee s call the USSR taxocratic
rather than communist, because it is more df a commletely b'r eau-

_44pmw

cratic state ruled by a centralized system of offices and oAficeholders
(The syllable "tax" here has the ancient Greek meaning of
office, ultimately becoming the "taxes" of today .) And so on : we can
use" stratoeracy"
d

for a :ilitary government,

>>

str ~c~ coning from the ^sredi for army ; and the terri "dystrocracy" is
1

useful to call attention to the countries where little appears b be
or ;anized o cope with the modern ance ; -ost countries are
dystrocracies, and every country has its xystrocratic institutions and
of the knorm capabilities of ~ :_oups for good ioftks
i the
i orac.tieed
s r e_e
.~s ;~
`s .:c _z -.:o_, '_s :.e can o_ ten avoi .l tre emotional and
even )resum-otuousness
ore judicial cv ertone4cf calling states capitalist or cc:-munist or
developin ; countries .

K-Srnenda 2 .
,.he language of much of Kalos is English because En lish
is the most available language : more people speak it .,and Er

lish-

speaking is more corm-,on in more localities than other-language-spa akers .
Several of us would prefer Hopi, but there are only ~ a few of us Hopis
in the world. Please translate as much as you can into your own jmn3uate
and circulate it to breed new Kalies . Copyright is freely given .
Perhaps you can develop a K-language for all the :•rorld. You
might begin with K-pidgin . It is not too difficult D contrive and i ,--,part
because -;,;e are dealing with a liii ted number of basic terms, phrases,
U.S .A .
h
with simple itzutt" K-pidgin
ideas, to begin with . We can
41.4-d
and add Spanish, Chinese,,# Slavic, Arabic, Malayan,,Hindi words as we
go along . Seek a small vocabulary and simple n aningful expressions .
Deveop a statistical and operational syntax ; we mean, build into the
language the ability to think in quantitative ways and to transform JW
language into actions and reflect actions exactly in words . All the airy
world will understand when you say "Me 2 K $ better all no-K $ . Kaction speak better K-word . K-word better no-K word ." Almost all .
Send us K-names and addresses, K-Smenda, send us
K-money,

K counsel, K-mone-~- , K-translations, K-money,

K-position papers, K-money, It-news, K-money„ and anything else you
can think of along with the money . That use some of your money too for
your own K-office, K-publishing, K-postage, and K,expea$es .
Kayu
K

Kalotic or 01-rnric Games
The World Olympic Gares need to be reformed . Zmportant features
are ad . They are the offspring of the fantasies of some nineteenth
Cle s t uropean
century,4gentlemen, for one thing, product of a bygone day, false
to the modern age, not even true to the Greek `

prototype .

Little by little the ancient sports, unpracticed today, have receded in
favor of more meaningful modern sports . Greco-Roman wrestling has
:been modified and judo introduced . However, the games that cerhmi .t
division into sub-units infinitely have multiplied, so that swimming
and running races are disproportionately present . They figure heavily
in the scoring,

jjrj

_cn has turned out - be a travesty of chauvinism .

But the thole spirit of the games is chauvinistic . If the G-USA
is mad at the G-USSR, it boycotts the games and vice versa . Then all
the the world is pressured to support the super-power pique of the moment
whether it Is the G-USA against Soviet troops in Afghanistan or
the G-USSR against letting its athletes be subIject to
seduction and defection tW the C .I .A. and USA promoters .
Sven when the so-called =per-powers are cooperative, the
games, with their interminable chauvinistic ceremonies and nationalistßh
scoring and commercial publicity violate the integrity of the
tkz
individual athletes, a
trainers andp articular teams .
The principle of amateurism is a farce . The socialist state
logically declares that all of Its people work fo'r the state and
therefore athletes do too ; the plutocratic state says that its
athletes are not really paid for their pro .less if they caftip find
themselves with rich fellowships and lucrative adùertising contracts

before and after : •r inningt
.AnJWV wj -y should the aziateur ideal of
-

the old

g7-

entle. ._en be so venerated? It is snob and classism . v1

The personal athletic and team performances are the ideal . It is true
1
iB ~QJM A i~RshÎS1M r â RO
that what is happening now will happen more ofte
at,letics and sport will MNF become more proficient the
more that their supporters can pay,, and a poor country may suffer
1
2
4

from inability to afford grand payments,7Zhe poor and smaller
roster
races of mantind undergo discri .~sination too in a ,d¢6HWrt of

3
games, where height and bulk figure strongly ; the difference is
4
notable, too, in the attempt to create sexual equality by women's
5
games ; and the women who can qualify in height and bulk are only
6
a small proportion of the world's women, North European, Slavic,
U .S ., sona Black strains .
8
Examining the game of basketball, we conclude that there
a A~ -of-two.
should be a~rnel-Dig in which
, starting

I
x

10

i

11
12
'13
14
15
16
17
18
19

from opposite points, equipped with small spades, have to dig tunnels
nd.: p a er underground in the shortest time possible .
and reach encWhat func :-J-hat, you say, this is unprecedented? Did not most
of the games originate in warfare -- with javelins, and shotputs,
and horse-riding? And were not the U .S .A . trous s_-qbarassed
continually by the tunnel-di-

;.n _; of the

Viet

Coni? dhich suggests

a second 3a
;8 , rope-weaving and bridging and crcssing by hand a chasm .
.Amt a thriller 1lIThexe i s a cultural bias, tooj -where is the
sport of kubbardi, played by ters of millions of Indians and South

fut

Asians?

in kubbardf .

20
And not so inciDentally, another discrimination against the
21
poor . Skillful doping, ca~zplex àiets, and

hi-tech

training play

22
23

ever-later parts 4---1 : :innin -, ard are ot affordable by the snail
b~
poorer countries,Ymr even^,-—e lare poor countries save by unwise

24
expenditures .

Of course, the very idea of Costa

is aa coming up

25
against the Soviet Union onze moore plays into the hands of
the vast and

Dry

erl'ul, .yak n,

small countries seen r ; üculous,

S

and exaltinv the glory of bigness, one more violation of the
mythical Greek ideal . Also one note$ at continual increase in
the comercial exploitation of the games, amounting

Vs

racketeering in

Some cases, and allowing the multi-national corporations ~ exploit the
games too .
Is there a better way of conducting Iforld f ame s? Yes . Some
Tneans have already been indicated . There is :lore . Divide the world
according to metropolitan regions, so t

Fur million people

grouped in and around a city constitute the basic constituency~~ id4
4
the participants . There will be 1000 of these localities . Divide these
by ten regions of the world (see K-Note #1) . Let t,e best of the athlete
and tears of the individual metropolises meet

each other in their

region ; then let the regional chmdpions meet in the world competitions .
Define a game or sport as eligible for a world sport by nomination
as such by 100 or more ^4104 of the 16ove metropolises . And ask that
the criteria for a game or sport be that it have existing players who
enjoy it, a constituency or public of spectators, and exalts a skill
of value to humanity . Let's have less nonsense out of Homer t s Ii_iad.
Yes, riding a horse may still qualify, thcu h few horses are teed
any tore ; but some form of auto-racing is essential, too, along Frith
sleds and tobeggans . I mentioned kubbardi, and why not kite-playing
-- so beautiful a sport -- and billiards . 3allooning, yes ; angling
for fish, yes, gare-h .anting, yes, if only for the healthy dispute
bet:,een the tenderhearted arad tough .' ênded :metropolises . Survivalship,
;
yes : w .-.en put down without resources in five e-Ltreme hlunan environment
mountain, jungle, desert, sea, a foreign primitive village, who

11

survive best for a nonth? Cab-driving? Which met
'ae st taxi-drivers in the -!vrorld? Tree- cli_ .bi_ng, yes . Corn-shucking,
yes .

06r,"

(L

Now we come to other competitive and at the same time useful,
exhibitionistic, and popular activities, which, however,

do

z~1ot

stress bulk muscle s Weaving and knitting : should not the working
thtlough of set designs

and impromptu designing be a wonderful

and worthy conteSt; open to both sexes? We recall that one of
the great Clympic Gods was

renowned worldwide under

different naives as the weaver Aphrodite,
you want© And Hercules, who founded the

if

it

is Olympics

first Olyxupic Games,

spent some time as a transvestite working on a weaving loon .
The same is io be said of clothing design and working, and of
poetic impromptu composition . "r-jhat of cooking? As wonderful and compet
itive as it is, it may transcend sports into the world of artistic
creation, of arts and crats, where the production of a good and

beauti-

ful thing is the goal) and uniqueness is inti table and unique ess is IM
hard to judge although we do so all the time and every textbook

On àt:t7

upon others,
judges what is beautiful md foists its judgements
or.+ :n$ A-""
~
involi'i~y¢
And there are successful musical competitions, "cômpos ing o't music, -V .
There i s every reason to have arts and crafts expositions around the wo:
and)

if
f it will help to spread good activities by making

them into sports and ga~_ess (ooking teams, spinning teams, etc .)_,
two great Olympic sods
we . are all for it . Yes, -'.GiP- , another
crats,
were devoted to the arts and
Athene and Heohaestas, so we are
on safe grotund again . -he Greeks also compe ted ,?ith drama and theatre .

9V-W%

see he althy competition between sq-called free and statist 'i

societies in all of these re,.;ards, a ielcome relief from

15;krE2ff%

brandishing

clv /dish
nuclear missiles, which, alas, reminds us of the brutal lcontests of
the Iliad warriors of Honer and t'_e ~ladiatorS

d ancient Rome .

Financing the ,forld Gaies of the Kalotic World should differ
markedly frozi present ttthods . 2'he financing of the Kalotic World Games
_

should t$ an

obligation of the metropolises, supplemented by a world fund dispensed
according to the relative poverty of a locality . Also, the locality
should have the right to decide wl .e ther to employ an independent or

voluntary or government agency as the entity for management é itS
'•
C
•°'' L ;a- bct.
K otic cames,
Of course, the
thi national
states will interfere with their *'*-"% rotten chauvinism, but that is
a problem to be solved by the decline of rotten chauvinism under

kalotic world pressure .

The final goal will be fair, free,

representative and universal umes .
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